The Determining globally optimal, multitaxon phylogenetic trees is computationally intensive because the number of possible trees increases rapidly with increasing taxa. For four taxa, 3 unrooted trees must be compared, whereas for thirteen, 13,749,310,575 must be compared (1). Evaluating multitaxon trees derived by different methods is further complicated by diverse optimality criteria. For example, distance methods frequently search for local minima by using least-squares criteria, whereas parsimony methods minimize the number of nucleotide changes, often using global searches (2). Currently no common basis exists for reconstructing trees by using different algorithms. Bayesian and likelihood methods assess the probabilities of trees and thereby can provide a common basis for reconstructing trees by using different algorithms. Sinsheimer et al. (3) developed a method for calculating the probability of trees derived by evolutionary parsimony, but the calculations are complex for trees with more than five taxa. Felsenstein (4) has thoughtfully proposed that bootstrap replicates (5, 6) might provide a good method of assessing the likelihood function in tree reconstruction. Both groups calculate the probability, P(treejlS), that the jth tree is correct given aligned sequences, S. These are complex calculations. In this paper one calculates something simpler-the probability, P(HjIS), that algorithm A applied to a sequence of infinite length (generated under the same model as S) would yield thejth tree. Under a multinomial model (assuming a Jeffreys' prior probability on the underlying parameters) the integral for calculating P(HAIS) can be estimated by bootstrap replication. Bootstrappers Gambitt combines this bootstrap with a multitaxon algorithm for any four-taxon method.
Determining globally optimal, multitaxon phylogenetic trees is computationally intensive because the number of possible trees increases rapidly with increasing taxa. For four taxa, 3 unrooted trees must be compared, whereas for thirteen, 13,749,310,575 must be compared (1) . Evaluating multitaxon trees derived by different methods is further complicated by diverse optimality criteria. For example, distance methods frequently search for local minima by using least-squares criteria, whereas parsimony methods minimize the number of nucleotide changes, often using global searches (2) . Currently no common basis exists for reconstructing trees by using different algorithms.
Bayesian and likelihood methods assess the probabilities of trees and thereby can provide a common basis for reconstructing trees by using different algorithms. Sinsheimer et al. (3) developed a method for calculating the probability of trees derived by evolutionary parsimony, but the calculations are complex for trees with more than five taxa. Felsenstein (4) has thoughtfully proposed that bootstrap replicates (5, 6) might provide a good method of assessing the likelihood function in tree reconstruction. Both groups calculate the probability, P(treejlS), that the jth tree is correct given aligned sequences, S. These are complex calculations. In this paper one calculates something simpler-the probability, P(HjIS), that algorithm A applied to a sequence of infinite length (generated under the same model as S) would yield thejth tree. Under a multinomial model (assuming a Jeffreys' prior probability on the underlying parameters) the integral for calculating P(HAIS) can be estimated by bootstrap replication. Bootstrappers Gambitt combines this bootstrap with a multitaxon algorithm for any four-taxon method. AN 
EXAMPLE
Bootstrappers Gambit functions by decomposing multiple taxon trees into sets of four taxon statements as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a five-taxon tree. Five aligned sequences at the top of the figure corre'spond to taxa 1 through 5. Four bootstrap replicates of the original sequences of the five aligned sequences shown at the top of Fig. 1 (7) . For example the pattern from replicate 2, GEEFE, fits no tree. Details of Gambit, used to relate value patterns to trees, are described in Appendix.
The last step involves calculating the probability of each tree. The conditional probability that a particular tree would be supported with infinite data is given by the number of replicates supporting the tree divided by the total number of replicates supporting trees (see Appendix). In the example two trees corresponding to the EEEEE pattern are present and the total number of trees is three, so that the probability of the EEEEE tree is estimated as 2/3 and the probability of the GEFFF tree is 1/3. Better estimates can be provided by taking more replicates. 
RESULTS
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The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. Classically eukaryotes and prokaryotes have been considered to be two fundamental divisions of life; however, eukaryotes are defined by thepresence of a positive character, the nucleus, whereas prokaryotes are characterized by the absence of a nucleus (17) . Assuming the nucleus to be the synapomorphy, prokaryotes may be a heterogenous or paraphyletic group. Two mutually exclusive theories exist for their origin. In one, the eocyte theory, eocytes (hyperthermophilic, sulfurmetabolizing prokaryotes) are the closest prokaryotic relatives of the eukaryotes (13) . In the other, the archaebacterial theory, halobacteria, methanogens, and eocytes are all equidistant (in time) from the eukaryotes (18 (20) , and paralinear/log det distances (21-23) were tested. Only the paralinear/log det distances algorithm is insensitive to unequal rate effects, in the absence of STSV (21) (22) (23) . (All four algorithms are sensitive to STSV and no attempt was made here to correct for this.) The two most probable trees based on our analysis, displayed in Fig. 3 , are arbitrarily rooted in the eubacterial branch (24, 25 Given the sample, the probability of the underlying probabilities, xT, can be calculated by using Bayes' equation, specifically P(7rIS) x P(S|7r)Pj(iif). To make comparison with Eq. 1 easier the rs are transformed, ffj = xj/n. PJ(ff), the Jeffreys' = CP(S*I*), [2] where the steps in the calculation are justified as for Eq. 1 and the constant has the value C = nk/2/(s1/2 ... sk112). P(rIlS) is proportional to P(S*I,ir) except that P(S*I*) is restricted to integer values of xj, whereas P(7rIS) is not. Noting that P(S*i*)
is a slowly varying function of xj, the probability of hypothesis H, a subset of Sk, iS P(HIS) I P(1TIS)dpl. . . dpkc E P(S*I|). analysis of N2 clusters taxa 5 and 4 as shown by directed edges at the bottom of Fig. 4 .
In general an N-taxon tree can be reconstructed by successively adding taxa and by requiring at each stage that: (i) the quartet values calculated about each internal node must be the same (nodal consistency), and (ii) the acyclic digraph produced by the analysis of quartet values derived from all internal nodes is an intree, that is, there exists a single insertion site for the taxon being added (arboreal consistency). Condition i may be relaxed by requiring only that a given percentage of quartet values be identical. This speeds execution, but for less than 100% consistency solutions are not necessarily independent of the order of taxon presentation.
Bootstrappers Gambit Solutions (for the 100%o Consensus Model) Are Global. Because of conditions i and ii, any tree selected by Gambit will be consistent with all quartets examined during tree construction. Thus if all possible quartets are examined by Gambit [for N taxa, N choose 4, (s), different quartets are possible], then tree selection must be independent of the order of taxon presentation-that is, the solution is global. An inductive proof follows. First assume that the statement is valid for an N -1 taxon tree [namely, all possible, (N4), quartets are tested by the Gambit algorithm during reconstruction of the N -1 tree]. Second, note that the set of triples defined by the nodes of the N -1 taxon tree must include all possible, (NX1), triples (since every set of three taxa must intersect at a node in the N -1 taxon tree). Consider now the Gambit extension from N -1 taxa to N taxa. In the extension step a new taxon, taxon N, is added to the tree, so that each triplet node in the N -1 tree, ijk, is converted into a quartet, ijk N. Since N was not among the taxa included in the N -1 tree, none of these new quartets were in the set of quartets used to reconstruct the N -1 tree.
Furthermore, since ( N2) quartets are considered in the N -1 taxon tree and (N-) new quartets are considered in extending the tree to N taxa, a total of (N41) + ( N31) = (4c) unique quartets will be used to calculate the N-taxon tree. Since there are only (N4) possible quartets, all of them must have been evaluated during the construction of the N-taxon tree. Because the assumption is true for four taxa [there is only one, (4), quartet for four taxa], by induction it must also be true for all N-taxon trees (for N 4).
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